Ruse, Bulgaria
05.07.2021 - 11.07.2021

ENVIRONMENT AND YOU
ERASMUS+ YOUTH EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

INFORMATION
PACK

6 countries

36 participants

8 days

OVERVIEW
The project "Environment and You" is a youth exchange which addresses environmental issues,
through artistic creativity. We want to raise public awareness, related to environmental challenges
in the European and local level. Most of the activities will be held in RIAs business centre and
Ruse’s university upon the needs of the program (conference rooms, sport halls, gardens, etc.).
The main focus of this inter-cultural exchange is to work together as a group and raise the
awareness of this problem first between peers and participants of the project and afterward to our
local societies.

We will work on raising public interest in the environmental challenges facing our planet. Among
young people who are involved in the environmental sector and NGOs, we found many youngsters
with motivation, willingness to carry out environmental projects or to work successfully with local
communities in the area of environmental advocacy and environmental education.
The project aims to promote environmental inclusion and building network among youth from
different countries, through youth exchange. The aim of the project also is encouraging youth on
how to prevent pollution, to spread information about environmental problems to the local
community.
The project aims to bring together youth, to exchange knowledge about environmental problems
in their home countries and share ideas how to protect our nature, our health and reduce pollution
by recycling, also how to convert waste materials into new products to prevent
waste of potentially useful materials, reduce the consumption of fresh raw
materials, reduce energy usage, reduce air pollution and water pollution.

OBJECTIVES

- enhance attitudes and knowledge related to sustainable living and viable environment
- develop basic art skills
- exchange methods and inspire innovation in teaching for instance through collaborative learning
- develop knowledge related to the culture of partner countries
- improve motivation for local initiatives
- improve English competences
- develop intercultural communication and mutual understanding
- improve planning and managing skills
The main objective of the project is to draw attention to the problem of maintaining a clean environment.
During the youth exchange participants will have the chance to discuss current issues, share ideas how
to preserve environment,
to simulate simple steps that will help towards reducing the impact of negative factors,

METHODS

- Ice-breakers and team-building games;
- Lectures and quiz games on the topic of Erasmus+;
- Recycling and handy craft workshops;
- Workshops, lectures, and games to improve digital technology skills;
- World Cafe as a method to share experience in a cozy informal atmosphere;
- Forum Theater;
- A workshop, discussion group exercises, and open space
methods will be used during the preparation video and leaflets about the project.
There will also be cultural evenings, where used methods will be presentations and
music/dance/cook workshops.
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currency:

Bulgarian

LANGUAGE:
Population: 7,050,034
capital: Sofia

(written in Cyrillic)

Leva (1 Lev = 0.51 EUR)

time zone:
DIALING CODE:

UTC/GMT +3:00 hours

(+359)

MAIN RELIGION: Christianity
Extremely
varied.
LANDscape:

Large plains and lowlands, low and high mountains,
valleys and lovely, sandy seaside beaches

HISTORical background:

Bulgaria earned its independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1878.
It fell within the Soviet sphere of influence and became a People's Republic
in 1946. Communist domination ended in 1990.
After this, Bulgaria began the process of moving toward democracy and a market
economy.

Bulgaria became a NATO member state in 2004 and joined the
EU on 1 January 2007.
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WEATHER
Bulgarian summers are very hot, with temperatures regularly exceeding 35°C.
Please keep that in mind when preparing for the trip, and pack suitable
clothes.
For more up-to-date information on the weather forecast, please visit:
https://www.sinoptik.bg/ruse-bulgaria-100727523

TRANSPORTATION
The two nearest airports to Ruse are Bucharest Otopeni Airport and Sofia Airport.
There are 4 ways to get from Bucharest Otopeni Airport (OTP) to Ruse by bus, car,
towncar or shuttle: https://www.rome2rio.com/s/Bucharest-Otopeni-AirportOTP/Ruse
There are 7 ways to get from Sofia Airport (SOF) to Ruse by plane, shuttle, bus, train
or car: https://www.rome2rio.com/s/Sofia-Airport-SOF/Ruse
We can also arrange TAXI pick up from and to Sofia Airport and Bucharest Airport:
- Bucharest Airport – 4-seat car (60EUR one-way, 120EUR two-way), 7-seat car
(90EUR one-way and 180EUR two-way)
- Sofia Airport – 4-seat car (100EUR one-way, 200EUR two-way), 7-seat car
(120EUR one-way, 240EUR two-way)

FOOD & ACCOMMODATION
Participants will stay in rooms according to EU comfort regulations. We will
ensure that the accommodation will meet all sanitary conditions. The
meeting room and each space in which we will carry out the project
activities will also meet the optimal conditions of safety, hygiene, and
comfort. Three meals a day and two coffee breaks will be provided by
the location where they will be accommodated.
Through forms filled out in preparation for the project, we will take into
account the dietary needs or illness of the participants (if any). If one of the
participants in the project is vegetarian or follow a special diet or have
allergies to a certain food or other necessities, we will take care to respect
their diet.

Day
The participants will arrive and register in the program.
An official opening will be held during the evening.
There will be activities aimed at helping participants
to know each other better.

Day

Participants will introduce each other and convert as one team
through ice-breakers and team-building activities.
The participants will have a possibility to share their knowledge about Erasmus+.
The activities will provide information on Erasmus+, youth exchanges, EVS/ESC,
and training courses in order to promote volunteering
and opportunities for self-development.

Day
The 3rd day will be dedicated to learning more about Youthpass
and finding out what kinds of environmental problems
exist generally and in each country. The sessions aim to make
participants more informed about environmental issues
and ways we can protect our planet.
They'll become aware of strategies and plans that organizations
and governmental institutions are using to
overcome common the ecological obstacles.

Day

Participants will have a creative workshop on how to make new
things out of old materials. The 4th-day activities aim to teach participants
some recycling techniques, which they can use in their organization as well as
in everyday life.

Day
Participants will start preparation for Forum Theater. They will
learn how to write a script; Participants will gain knowledge about what is
forum theater; How to use forum theater as a method to help our
environment; Basic rules for acting on the stage. To demonstrate another
creative way of active participation. Participants will work in an international
team on street theater performance. They will jointly prepare the scenario for
the theater play on the subject to spread information about environmental
Issues and how to protect our planet.

Day
Participants will have a performance. Through theater and
music, the project aims to raise awareness of young people about the issues and
their role in solving process. To attract the attention of locals and make them
concerned about environmental pollution. After the performance, they will have
a city game.

Day
NGOs fair - in order to know more about each participating organization
and widen the network. Create the plan how to spread the information and to
create a deadline. Also, the participants will start to prepare
activities for local youth, which will be held on the following day.

Day

Participants will have activities with local youths.
They will prepare a video and leaflet about
the project. This day will be dedicated to evaluating the project. Also, the
participants will prepare Youthpasses.

COVID-19 INFO FOR
BULGARIA
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In many shops and supermarkets,
there is free hand sanitizer
dispensers at the entrance. Please
use them to clean you hands
before entering.

In shops, supermarkets, public
transport and indoor areas
generally, wearing a face mask or
covering is mandatory.

To find out more about the
latest coronavirus advice and
instruction from the Bulgarian
government, please visit:
Most business premises and
public spaces (e.g. shops, stations,
museums, etc.) ask their
customers/visitors to keep a
distance of at least 1.5 metres
between each other. Please
observe those instructions.

https://coronavirus.bg/bg/

COVID-19 INFO FOR
BULGARIA

If you develop any coronavirus symptoms while on the
territory of Bulgaria, please call the project coordinator.
They will assist you and take you to a health
professional, if needed.

In emergency, call:

Nearest hospital:
Ulitsa Nezavisimost 2, Ruse
+359 82887351

Nearest pharmacies:
Apteka Subra
Ulitsa "Olimpi Panov" 14, Ruse (Center)
24 Hour Pharmacy Kalinovi
Ulitsa Alexandrovska 71, Ruse (Center)

CONTACTS
Poland: Arena i Swiat Marta Grześko-Nyczka +48661275065
Greece: EPIMORFOTIKI KILKIS sm LLC Nicolas Georgiadis +302341029690
Ecological Future Education
Megija Kaleja +37129644110
Latvia:
Italy: Le Due Sicilie Cristian La Spina +393460909504
Georgia: Youth Center of Georgia Natia Shekiladze +995555216437

Hosting organisation (BULGARIA):
Ruse Industrial Association
(Sdruzhenie Rusenska Stopanska Kamara)
Street: Tsarkovna Nezavisimost 35
Town: Ruse
Country: Bulgaria
https://rusesk.com/
Project coordinator: Galena Robeva
galena.robeva@ragina.net
+359885980971

Please, do not hesitate to contact us if you need more information or
would like to discuss any details! We are looking forward to meeting you.

